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The smart toilet era is here! Are you ready to share
your analprint with big tech?
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F or the past 10 years, Sonia Grego has been thinking about toilets – and more
specifically what we deposit into them. “We are laser-focused on the analysis
of stool,” says the Duke University research professor, with all the
unselfconsciousness of someone used to talking about bodily functions. “We

think there is an incredible untapped opportunity for health data. And this
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information is not tapped because of the universal aversion to having anything to do
with your stool.”

As the co-founder of Coprata, Grego is working on a toilet that uses sensors and
artificial intelligence to analyse waste; she hopes to have an early model for a pilot
study ready within nine months. “The toilet that you have in your home has not
functionally changed in its design since it was first introduced,” she says, in the second
half of the 19th century. There are, of course, now loos with genital-washing
capabilities, or heated seats, but this is basic compared with what Grego is envisaging.
“All other aspects of your life – your electricity, your communication, even your
doorbell – have enhanced capabilities.”

The smart toilet’s time has come and it is a potentially huge market – in the developed
world, everyone who is able to uses a toilet multiple times a day. Grego adds that she
can “certainly envision a world” in which a toilet that does more than flush excreta “is
available to every household”. There are numerous companies working on bringing
that to market – a race to the bottom, if you will.

Smart toilet innovators believe the loo could become the ultimate health monitoring
tool. Grego believes her product – which analyses and tracks stool samples and sends
the data to an app – will provide “information related to cancer and many chronic
diseases”. For general consumers, it will provide peace of mind, she says, by
establishing “a healthy baseline”: “Having technology that tracks what is normal for an
individual could provide an early warning that a checkup is needed.” For people with
specific conditions, such as inflammatory bowel disease, the device could provide
helpful monitoring for doctors. “It’s very difficult to know when to escalate or de-
escalate treatment,” she says. “Stool-based biomarkers can provide that information.”

At some point, she thinks, a smart toilet could make lifestyle suggestions – it could tell
you to eat more fibre or certain nutrients, for instance, or work out what kind of food
triggered an uncomfortable gastric episode. “The science of nutrition is really moving
in the direction of personalised nutrition,” says Grego. “Our technology will be an
enabler of this, because you have information of what you eat, but we can make
seamless the obtaining of information of what comes out.”

he toilet technology being developed by Joshua Coon’s academic lab is
focused on urine, because it is easier to sample and analyse. He describes
himself as “a smart toilet enthusiast”, rather than someone who is racing to
get a product to market, although he says he is in talks with industry

http://smarttoilet.pratt.duke.edu/


leaders. “There are several thousand known different small molecules that exist in
urine and they give you insight into what’s going on,” says Coon, who is a professor of
chemistry and biochemistry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

In a small study he conducted, two people – one of whom was Coon – saved every urine
sample for 10 days. “It turns out that you can detect compounds that are diagnostic of
exercise [show you have done some]; you can see when an over-the-counter
medication comes into the system and clears out; you can see molecules that correlate
with how well you slept, how much fat you had in your diet, what your calorie intake
was.”

The study wasn’t set up to look at long-term health, he says, but the implications are
there. “Combining that with health records and lifestyle data, a lot of these molecules
almost certainly could correlate with important disease risk and be able to much better
predict a person’s need for intervention. That’s the vision, if one had the technical
capability to make these measurements in a toilet.”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41746-019-0185-y


Numi, an ‘intelligent toilet’ designed by the US brand Kohler, at the Consumer Electronics Show in 2020. Photograph: Steve
Marcus/Reuters



Similar developments have been made elsewhere. In 2018, Panasonic launched a smart
toilet in China that tested urine and tracked body fat. This year, at the influential
annual Consumer Electronics Show, the Japanese manufacturer Toto announced its
“wellness toilet” – a concept, but something it is working on (it previously developed a
toilet that analyses urine flow). Its sensors – including one for scent – would aim to
detect health problems and conditions such as stress, but also make lifestyle
suggestions. In one image provided by the company, it envisioned the toilet sending
you a recipe for salmon and avocado salad.

Researchers at the Stanford School of Medicine have been working on technology that
can analyse faeces (including “stool dropping time”) and track the velocity and colour
of urine, as well as test it. An article this month in the Wall Street Journal reported that
the researchers have partnered with Izen, a Korean toilet manufacturer, and hope to
have prototypes by the end of the year. In order to differentiate between users, Izen
developed a scanner that can recognise the physical characteristics of whoever is
sitting on the toilet – or, in the words of the researchers, “the distinctive features of
their anoderm” (the skin of the anal canal). Apparently, your “analprint”, like your
fingerprints, is unique.

Vik Kashyap says we are ready for it (well, perhaps not scanners – in Stanford’s study
of user acceptance, “the least favoured module is analprint”). Kashyap’s company, Toi
Labs, has been working in the smart toilet space for about two decades and has a
longstanding interest in gut health (he successfully treated his own ulcerative colitis by
ingesting parasitic worms). He has seen other companies’ attempts at the smart toilet
fail, but he thinks now may be the time. Not only has it become normal to track our
data through wearables such as an Apple Watch or a Fitbit, but we are also less
squeamish. Kashyap puts this down to the surge of interest and research in the
microbiome and our gut health, including poo, which “has made this topic less of a
taboo”.

He also thinks the pandemic has accelerated matters – the run on loo roll highlighted
the fact that people panicked about how they were going to wipe their bottoms, while
laboratories have been testing sewage to track the virus. “And then, finally, the cost of
delivering sensor-based Internet of Things systems at home has come down
considerably. Products like Alexa are well established and people are beginning to
realise that their home is going to evolve over time.”

Kashyap has developed a toilet seat, TrueLoo, which can be
fixed to an existing toilet and recognises the user by their
phone (one survey found that a majority of Britons take
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their phone to the loo) or a combination of physiological
parameters: “What do they weigh? How are they sitting on
the seat?” It then analyses excreta “using optical methods,
looking at things like the volume, clarity, consistency,

colour. It’s essentially understanding when someone has abnormal patterns and then
it’s capable of documenting those patterns and providing reports that can be used by
physicians to help in the treatment of a variety of conditions.”

For now, TrueLoo is focused on the older adult market – people more at risk of
genitourinary and gastrointestinal problems, such as those in residential care homes –
but, Kashyap says, “we very much have an eye towards this being a consumer product
that is going to be used by anyone who has a toilet”.

When Kashyap started thinking about analysing waste, he thought he should go down
the biochemistry route. “But I learned over the years there’s a lot of amazing
technology in the visual analysis realm,” he says. It also comes at a much lower cost.
“People think: ‘We’ll put all these very complicated sensors into a toilet, we’ll do
chemical analysis.’ When you start doing that, you start increasing the cost. You can’t
tell someone: ‘I’m going to replace your $20 toilet seat with a $2,000 toilet seat, or a
$12,000 toilet,’ that’s not really viable.”

Kashyap predicts (although he admits he is biased) that some version of the smart
toilet “is going to be the most important home medical product in the future. There’s a
limit to what can be done with wearables, but the toilet is going to be a far deeper way
to understand a person’s health.”

s all this – your analprint out in the world, the makeup of your bowel
movements analysed – a privacy breach too far? “Can it be kept secure?” asks
Eerke Boiten, a professor of cybersecurity at De Montfort University in Leicester.
“What sort of organisation has this data? Who will they be sharing data with?

What data will it get combined with? Will we have any transparency about where the
data goes? This is an area where we don’t even know fully what the risks are. We need
significant research into this.”

Many people “wouldn’t, for very good reasons, like cameras pointing up their
bottoms”, says Phil Booth, the coordinator of MedConfidential, which campaigns for
the confidentiality of medical records. That said, under the guidance of a medical
professional, “there are not necessarily inherent privacy risks” in using a smart toilet
as a medical device, he says. However, it might get interesting if the data created by
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general consumer use was owned by a company: “You may trust that particular
company, but every company is pretty much buyable by Google or Facebook or
Amazon. Then, what I thought was something for my own health monitoring has
become fodder to business models I really know nothing about.”

Smart toilets being assembled at a factory in Hangzhou, east China. Photograph: VCG/Getty Images

People bought Fitbits, says Booth, “thinking it was just a cool new item to monitor
their exercise and, hey presto, Google buys it. All of a sudden, all that really rich data
gets absorbed into a company that has other agendas.” Google has had its eye on the
multitrillion-dollar health market, with an attempt to become dominant in health data,
for some time – controversially, it has had access to the health data of 1.6 million NHS
patients and 50 million Americans. Is Google interested in your bathroom habits? Well,
it patented a toilet seat sensor way back in 2016.

When it comes to information about your bodily waste, Booth says: “What data are
companies linking together? What are they trying to analyse about you? Profile you
for? You call them ‘smart homes’, but they’re surveillance homes.”

Information from stool and urine samples could provide all sorts of information – your
risk of disease, your diet, your exercise level; how much alcohol you drink and whether
you take drugs. Even tracking something as trivial as the time of day you use the loo –

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/nov/12/google-medical-data-project-nightingale-secret-transfer-us-health-information
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regularly in the night, for instance, indicating sleeplessness – could reveal conditions
such as depression or anxiety.

Where does it end? Could the police or others involved in surveillance track you by
analprint, via the public and home smart lavatories you visit? Might you be asked to
provide a print at a police station?

Imagine a world where smart toilets in workplaces were
able to tell which employees were pregnant, or taking
drugs, or at risk of physical or mental ill-health, with the
implication that they were potentially not as productive, or
about to be absent from work. “Think about Texas,” says
Booth of that state’s recently tightened abortion
restrictions. “If you can tell if someone’s pregnant from
their poo, then all of a sudden the question is: ‘Are they
seeking an abortion?’ That’s Gilead level, that’s science

fiction, but it illustrates the risk.”

It is not so wacky to imagine parents using the technology to check whether their
teenage children are using drugs. “Once you start to measure something that is of the
body, the privacy line is stepped over,” says Booth. “If you don’t measure what’s going
on with someone’s bowel movements, the bowel movement is private.”

This is an alarming thought – but, says Booth with a laugh, it is not as though
governments will mandate smart toilets. He says there will always be people – those
into the “quantified self” movement – who are happy to measure and track
themselves. If smart loos are considered clinical devices collecting medical data, “then
it’s a straight medical breach risk – not special to toilets, but because you’ve turned the
toilet into a medical data-generating experience. Are they managing those risks
correctly?”

Coon is also mindful of the issues. “Do insurance companies get to know what’s in your
urine? You can imagine those hurdles, but if the technology exists, and there’s benefit,
people will figure out how to solve it.” Kashyap says: “The way I look at it, this is
basically part of your medical record. This would probably fall in the same category of
risk – and, at least in the US, there is a lot of protection around medical records.”

Will the smart toilet become a normal bathroom fixture? This question is applicable
only in the developed world. If you want to talk toilet inequality, 3.6 billion people –
nearly half the world’s population – have no access to safe sanitation, let alone a loo
that can track sleep quality and fibre intake. But those working on smart toilets are
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… as you’re joining us today from Germany, we have a small favour to ask. Tens of
millions have placed their trust in the Guardian’s high-impact journalism since we
started publishing 200 years ago, turning to us in moments of crisis, uncertainty,
solidarity and hope. More than 1.5 million readers, from 180 countries, have recently
taken the step to support us financially – keeping us open to all, and fiercely
independent.

With no shareholders or billionaire owner, we can set our own agenda and provide
trustworthy journalism that’s free from commercial and political influence, offering a
counterweight to the spread of misinformation. When it’s never mattered more, we
can investigate and challenge without fear or favour.

Unlike many others, Guardian journalism is available for everyone to read, regardless
of what they can afford to pay. We do this because we believe in information equality.
Greater numbers of people can keep track of global events, understand their impact
on people and communities, and become inspired to take meaningful action.

We aim to offer readers a comprehensive, international perspective on critical events
shaping our world – from the Black Lives Matter movement, to the new American
administration, Brexit, and the world's slow emergence from a global pandemic. We
are committed to upholding our reputation for urgent, powerful reporting on the
climate emergency, and made the decision to reject advertising from fossil fuel
companies, divest from the oil and gas industries, and set a course to achieve net
zero emissions by 2030.

If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Every contribution, however big or
small, powers our journalism and sustains our future. Support the Guardian from as
little as €1 – it only takes a minute. If you can, please consider supporting us with a
regular amount each month. Thank you.
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optimistic. “It’s about figuring out how to get the technology we have in the laboratory
into a toilet at a scale that’s affordable and robust,” says Coon. “That’s the challenge. It
could be 10 years out, or 30 years out, but I think it’s something that’s going to
happen.”
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